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After millions of  years, the Mother of  physical life 

on Earth is running out of  resources to sustain her 

offspring.  People aware of  this are in the throes of  

psychic distress over threats to crops, flowers, and 

trees, affecting the entire food chain, plus lumber, 

cotton, medicinal plants and other resources that 

have sustained humanity for eons.  

Responsibility lies with the gap in human awareness 

and the shifting course of  evolution.  The old 

consciousness of  waste, plunder, and devastation is 

waning as the new consciousness waxes.  The 

distance grows daily between those who ravage the 

earth for personal gain and those who recognize the 

sacredness of  life and try to preserve it.  Diverging 

levels of  consciousness are shaping different 

destinies.  The portal to the Age of  Light is open to 

all who gravitate toward it.



The changing climate of  Earth can be seen from 

many different perspectives:  geological, 

climatological, meteorological, biological as well 

as economic, political, and historical. 

Plants and trees that once flourished in southern 

conditions of  heat and moisture are now 

flourishing in northern regions.  So great are 

temperature variations from the norm that they 

can no longer be ignored, but effects measured 

in spiritual terms remain unknown. The laws of  

cause and effect operate in subtler dimensions.



Climate change is only one aspect of  the 

planetary transformation now underway.  

Behind the breakdown of  biological systems, 

evolutionary purposes are being served.  The 

will of  God, focused in the planetary center 

of  will and purpose (Shamballa), is working 

out through Masters of  Wisdom dwelling in 

the planetary center of  love, to prepare 

humanity to fulfill its destiny as the planetary 

center of  Intelligence.  

This destiny will unfold on the etheric plane --

a kind of  meeting ground between spiritual 

and human kingdoms.  Members of  the 

Hierarchy will sacrifice to return there for the 

sake of  Earth’s evolution.



The flow of  energy between the human and 

spiritual kingdoms has been intensified by 

climate changes.  Human minds have reached 

‘upward’ for guidance and higher Minds have 

responded, augmenting the inflowing cosmic 

energies and forces of  the new era.  

Those who invoke the light of  the Hierarchy 

expand the flow of  spiritual light into human 

awareness for the benefit of  all who journey into 

the realm where the light of  the soul will free 

itself  from the trammels of  form.



Measurements of  departures from the norm in rainfall, 

temperatures, tornadoes and hurricanes, ignore the most 

significant measurement of  planetary evolution:  the rise 

in amperes of  light emanating from the human soul.  

The substance of  light is the interface between denser 

and subtler planes, though only a portion of  the light 

spectrum is captured by the physical eye.  The light of  

spirit has a frequency beyond ordinary sight, which is 

why few human beings can perceive the light of  great 

teachers, rishis, and saints.  To the degree that a Soul is 

illumined, it emanates a light that changes its 

environment.



We are entering a time when the Life Force will express 
itself  through higher gradients of  light, both planetary and 
extra-planetary.  It won’t be long before the river of  life 
departs from its previous course.  This will come as no 
surprise to those aware of  escalating reports of  glaciers 
melting and rivers drying up.  Without water, life in its 
present forms cannot exist.  Such facts overwhelm the 
human mind, causing it to shut down in denial, out of  fear 
that no alternatives exist.  Let it be known that the real 
River of  Life has a finer grade of  substance.
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